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ABSTRACT
Programs operating “close to the metal” necessarily handle
memory directly. Because of this, they must be written in
languages like C or C++. These languages lack any kind
of guarantee on memory or race safety, often leading to se-
curity vulnerabilities and unreliable software. Ideally, we
would like a practical language that gives programmers di-
rect control over memory and aliasing while also offering
race and memory safety guarantees.

We present Rusty Types and an accompanying type sys-
tem, inspired by the Rust language, that enable memory-safe
and race-free references through ownership and restricted
aliasing in the type system. In this paper, we formally de-
scribe a small subset of the syntax, semantics, and type sys-
tem of Metal, our Rust-based language that enjoys Rusty
Types. Our type system models references and ownership
as capabilities, where bindings have indirect capabilities on
value locations. We also present speculative extensions to
Rusty Types that allow greater flexibility in single threaded
programs while maintaining the same guarantees.

1. INTRODUCTION
Aliasing via references is a polarizing subject. In prac-

tice, aliasing often leads to memory and concurrency errors,
which invariably lead to security and reliability issues. On
the contrary, references are easy to understand in principal,
inexpensive, and essential to achieving performance in soft-
ware. As such, languages targeting low-level software typ-
ically allow unrestricted aliasing without memory or safety
guarantees. Ideally, we would like a practical language with
precise control of aliasing and memory that also exhibits
race and memory safety.

A significant amount of work, including that on linear
types [32], ownership types [14], unique types [23], and alias
types [29] has brought us closer to this goal. These build-
ing blocks can be used to enable memory-safe and race-
free references by restricting object encapsulation and track-
ing aliases [6, 15]. Of particular interest is the notion of
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“borrowing”references: creating pointers to otherwise unique
and mutable references, tracking those pointers, and restor-
ing uniqueness and mutability when the pointers are deemed
unusable [8]. Paired with permissions [26] or capabilities [15],
such a system offers the guarantees we desire.

Unfortunately, existing systems based on these ideas ei-
ther target languages where memory cannot be managed by
the programmer or are not flexible enough to be used in
practice. For instance, Naden et al.’s recent work on a “type
system for borrowing permissions” [26] does not allow bor-
rows from unique references to be stored in non-local storage
such as the heap or in other non-local references. Cyclone,
while allowing full control of memory, imposes the same re-
striction [20]. These limitations are foreign to most pro-
grammers and may help explain why these languages have
not seen adoption in practice.

The objective of this paper is to resolve these limitations.
We introduce Rusty Types, and an accompanying type sys-
tem, in the context of Metal, our Rust-based [28] language.
Rusty Types give a programmer guarantees about the alias-
ing of an object given only its type. For example, if a “mu-
table borrow” is allowed, the programmer is guaranteed to
have a unique reference to the underlying object. Similarly,
if an“immutable borrow”is allowed, the programmer is guar-
anteed that no “mutable borrows” are active.

Rusty Types are intuitive, as evidenced by the growing
popularity of Rust. Unlike other type systems that provide
similar guarantees, Rusty Types are implicitly managed by
the type system and require minimal syntax. To enable
this, our type system (described in §3) models ownership
and borrows as capabilities where variables have indirect ca-
pabilities on abstract value locations. Our formalization is
reminiscent of the calculus of capabilities [15], which we ex-
pand on, together with other related work, in §6.

2. WHAT MAKES TYPES RUSTY?
Take a large satchel. Toss in linear types [32], ownership

types [14], unique types [23], alias types [29], borrowing [26],
permissions [9], and capabilities [15]. Add flexibility, practi-
cality, and mix thoroughly for 25 years. If all goes well, you
will find Rusty Types in your satchel.

2.1 Linearity
Except for immutable references, all Rusty Types behave

linearly. This means that exactly one binding to a given ob-
ject is allowed at any point in the program. In other words,
variables may not actively alias the same object. When a
binding attempts to alias an object using an existing vari-
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able, the existing variable becomes unusable. The object is
moved to the new variable, and the new variable owns the
object. For example, in the following Rust-like program,

1 let x = Vector([1, 2, 3]);
2 let y = x;

the Vector initially owned by x is moved to y in line 2.
Any appearance of x after the move is a type error. This
behavior applies to fields of structures, and fields of fields of
structures, and so on, leading to partially moved objects.

2.2 Memory Safety and Race Freedom
Rusty Types are designed for programs that require or

would benefit from unmanaged, direct references to mem-
ory. Unlike most existing languages with such references,
programs written with Rusty Types are statically guaran-
teed to be memory-safe and race-free.

Rusty Types maintain several key invariants that lead to
memory and race safety. To start, every storage location is
guaranteed to have either: (a) 1 mutable reference and 0
immutable references to it, or (b) 0 mutable references and
n immutable references to it. This invariant directly pre-
vents races as it prohibits concurrent writers and readers to
a single memory location. By itself, however, this invariant
is not enough to guarantee memory safety, especially in the
presence of moveable objects. For instance, since a given
variable becomes unusable after its object has been moved,
the storage locations associated with that variable may be
reused or freed. As a result, any references to that variable
will be dangling and invalid after a move.

To prevent this, Rusty Types also ensure that each object
has a unique binding, the owner, and that references to an
object or its contents are created transitively through its
owner. The type system guarantees that an object’s owner
does not change (the result of a move) while references are
outstanding. Conversely, the type system allows change of
ownership when there are no outstanding references.

Together, these invariants ensure that no references are
left dangling or pointing to invalid memory. As an example,
consider the following Rust-like program:

1 let mut x = Vector([1, 2, 3]);
2 let y = &x[0];
3 clear(&mut x);
4 let z = *y;

In the program above, Vector is a container type, itself a
value, that holds a pointer to a heap allocated array, initial-
ized here with 1, 2, and 3. The variable x is bound mutably
to this vector. The mut annotation on x allows both the
variable x to be rebound and the vector to be mutated. y
holds an immutable reference (so it can’t modify the under-
lying object) to the first element of the vector. The clear
function takes in a mutable reference to the vector in x and
deallocates the internal array of the passed-in vector, re-
moving all of the elements. The last line in the program
dereferences y and stores the value in z.

Is this program memory safe? No! Since y holds a refer-
ence to the vector’s first element, and the array where the
element resides will be deallocated by the call to clear, y
will hold a dangling pointer after clear returns, making
the dereference on line 4 undefined. Rusty Types statically
disallow this program. This is because y’s immutable refer-
ence to x[0] on line 2 prohibits the mutable reference to x
on line 3, even though the references would point to distinct
memory locations, since they descend from the same owner.

2.3 (Re)borrowing
As mentioned earlier, borrowing is the act of creating ref-

erences (known as borrows) from, or creating a pointer to,
objects or their fields. Reborrowing, then, is doing the same
but through an existing borrow. Borrowing or reborrowing
from a mutable object must render that object immutable or
unusable to maintain the invariants described earlier. The
original object may be restored its mutability or usability if
all of its borrows can be shown to be unusable.

The syntax “&” is used to take an immutable borrow,
where the underlying object may not be mutated, while
“&mut” is used to take a mutable borrow, where mutation
of the underlying object is allowed. To illustrate, consider
the following program:

1 let mut x = V(..); // x: write
2 let a = &mut x; // x: []; *a: write, a: read
3 let b = &(*a); // *a: read; {*b, b}: read

The comments to the right demonstrate the changes to
variables’ capabilities on each line. We describe these now.
The variable x is declared mutable, so it begins with write
capabilities on its contents. When x is borrowed mutably on
line 2, x must become unusable to maintain the “1 mutable
reference”invariant. As a result, it loses all of its capabilities;
a gains the capability to read its contents (the borrow) as
well as write capabilities through its borrow (via *a) to the
underlying object x. On line 3, x is reborrowed immutably
through a. This results in a losing its ability to write x
though *a, leaving both *a and *b with read access to x.
Note that x does not regain its ability to read its contents
because the mutable borrow in a remains outstanding.

If all borrows to a mutable object are inaccessible, then it
is safe to allow that object to be mutated again. With Rusty
Types, capabilities can be restored at function boundaries.
Consider the following type signature for clear from the
example in §2.2:

1 fn clear(vector: &mut Vector);

This function can be called as clear(&mut x). After a call
to clear, the mutable borrow of x is said to be returned.
As such, x may be borrowed mutably once more, as in the
following program:

1 let mut x = Vector([1, 2, 3]);
2 clear(&mut x);
3 let y = &mut x;

Rusty Types determine whether a borrow outlives a func-
tion call based solely on the function’s signature. The intu-
ition is that a borrow is not returned from a function call
if the function’s signature indicates that the borrow may
outlive, or be stored as a result of, the function call. We
provide formal treatment to this analysis, as well as a com-
plete example, in §3.2.2, once we have developed a formal
understanding of Rusty Types.

3. FORMALIZING RUSTY TYPES
How do Rusty Types precisely track capabilities through

borrows and reborrows to maintain the invariants we desire?
In this section, we present a subset of Metal, our Rust-based
language, which enjoys Rusty Types. Metal’s type system
formulates ownership and (re)borrows as capabilities, where
variables have indirect capabilities on value locations. Our
flow-sensitive move type judgement (§3.2.1) captures capa-
bility change, while our location-capability relation
(also §3.2.1) captures whether a move is allowed.



location ` ::= l | `.n
type τ ::= unit | int | Qµ(τ) | &τ

| &mut τ | (b:τ): τ | τ@l-

value v ::= i | {v}Qµ | brw(`)-

path p ::= x | p.n
module path µ ::= m | m::µ

expression e ::= v | p | &p | &mut p | ∗e | {e}Qµ
| e.n | fµ(e) | call {s}-

binding b ::= x | mut x

statement s ::= e | s1; s2 | let b = e | e1 = e2
| return e

visibility z ::= pub | priv
declaration d ::= z struct Q(z τ) | z fn f(b:τ): τ {s}

program π ::= d; s

Figure 1: Core syntax for Metal.

3.1 Syntax
We begin with a core subset of Metal’s syntax, shown in

Figure 1. Metal’s syntax mirrors Rust’s where possible. We
use an overline to indicate vectors, such as in τ , and vertical
bars to indicate the length of a given vector, such as in |τ |.
Some constructors are marked with - to denote that they are
not part of the surface syntax, such as τ@l-.

Types. Category τ defines the syntax for types. It in-
cludes unit (unit), integers (int), structs (Qµ(τ)), immutable
(&τ) and mutable (&mut τ) borrows, and function types
((b:τ): τ), where (b:τ) are the arguments’ types and τ is the
return type. Importantly, types can be decorated with loca-
tions, such as in τ@l-; we call this a located type.

Values. Category v defines the syntax for values. It in-
cludes numbers (i) and struct instances ({v}Qµ). It also

includes the operational representation of borrows (brw(`)-).

Expressions. Category e defines the syntax for expres-
sions. It includes values (v), paths (p), and the creation
(&p, &mut p) and dereference (∗e) of borrows. Though we
do not discuss them in in this paper, modules are repre-
sented by the subscript µ, such as in the function call fµ(e).
Expressions also include the operational representation of a

function call scope (call {s}-).
Statements. Category s includes immutable and mutable
bindings (let b = e), assignment (e1 = e2), function return
(return e), and sequential composition (s1; s2).

Declarations and Program. The syntactic category for
declarations (d) includes structures and functions which must
be declared either public (pub) or private (priv). We ignore
visibility qualifications in this paper. A program (category
π) is defined as declarations followed by a statement.

3.2 Static Semantics
The type environment is composed primarily of:

Γ : x 7→ τ A : x 7→ l C : l 7→ κ

As usual, Γ maps variables to types. A maps a variable x
to a set of locations l, and C relates some location l to a set
of capabilities κ, where κ := move | read | write.

Locations. A mapping (x 7→ l) ∈ A indicates that x has
some capabilities on the set of locations l, but not which.
Locations are introduced through let statements exclusively.
For instance, in let x = {{42}Rµ , {7}Rµ}Qµ , the type of x

(LT1)
Γ(x) = τ

Γ,Ψ, ν `lhs x : τ ← x

(LT2)
Γ,Ψ, ν `lhs e : Qµ(τ)@l← x

Γ,Ψ, ν `lhs e.i : τ i+1 ← x

Figure 2: Left-hand side typing rules.

(R1)

Ψ(fµ) = (b:τ): τ
(Γ,Ψ, ν `rhs e1 : τ1 · · · Γ,Ψ, ν `rhs en : τn)

Γ,Ψ, ν `rhs fµ(e) : τ

Figure 3: Right-hand side typing rule.

in Γ after type-checking is

Qµ(Rµ(int@l4)@l2,Rµ(int@l5)@l3)@l1,

and A contains x 7→ [l1, l2, l3, l4, l5], which shows that x has
capabilities on all of its components. Note that all types in
Γ are fully located, or composed of only located types.

Capabilities. The exact capabilities x has on a given loca-
tion l are revealed by C(l). A capability represents an action
that can be taken on a given location. move means that a
location is moveable; read and write mean that a location
can be read or modified, respectively. In the previous exam-
ple, for instance, ∀l ∈ [l1, l2, l3, l4, l5]. C(l) = [move,read].
If x had instead been declared mut x, C(l) would addition-
ally contain the write capability for all l.

Left-Hand Side. When assigning to a path (p = e), it
is necessary to assert that the left-hand side path variable,
the variable in the resolved path (e.g., x in p = x.0.1), has
write capabilities on the locations to be modified by the
assignment. This implies that we must discover and track
the path variable. As such, our left-hand side expression
typing rules include a parameter (← x) that indicates the
provenance of a given path.

More precisely, left-hand side expression type judgements
have the form Γ,Ψ, ν `lhs e : τ ← x where τ is a fully lo-
cated type. Ψ maps struct, function, and method identifiers
to their declared type, while ν is the module path for the
expression currently being type-checked.

Figure 2 gives selected rules for typing left-hand side ex-
pressions. (L1) is the base case and indicates that the prove-
nance of variable is the variable itself. (L2) shows that a
struct’s fields descend from the struct itself.

Right-Hand Side. The right-hand side expression typing
judgement is defined for all types; we use a simple subtyping
relation to strip locations from types. The typing rules are
fairly standard. To illustrate, Figure 3 gives the typing rule
for function application. As expected, the rule checks that
argument and return types agree with the function’s type.

3.2.1 Move Semantics
Variables and locations gain and lose capabilities through

the flow-sensitive move type judgment of the form

Γ,Ψ, ν,A, C `move e⇒ A′, C′.

The judgement describes the change in capabilities (A′, C′)
resulting from an expression e being used as the right-hand
side of an assignment or binding. This judgement maintains
the following invariant:

∀l. write ∈ C(l) =⇒ ∃x.∀y. l ∈ A(y) =⇒ x = y.

In words, if a variable holds a write capability to some loca-
tion, it is the only variable with capabilities to that location.



(CR1)
l ⊆ A(x) ∀l ∈ l . κ ∈ C(l)

A, C `can κ(l)← x

Figure 4: Location-capability relation.

owned(unit@l) = {l} owned(int@l) = {l}

owned(Qµ(τ)@l) = (∪τ∈τowned(τ)) ∪ {l}

owned(&τ@l) = {l} owned(&mut τ@l) = {l}
Figure 5: Definition for owned(τ@l).

This invariant is key to enabling the memory and race safety
guarantees of Rusty Types in Metal.

Checking Capabilities. The move type judgment de-
pends on the location-capability relation of the form

A, C `can κ(l)← x,

read “capability κ for locations l are held by variable x.”
Figure 4 gives the derivation for the judgement.

The set of locations to be checked varies given the cir-
cumstance. To obtain the appropriate set of locations for a
given type, the type system uses functions like the one in
Figure 5. There are three such functions: all, owned, and
mut, which are defined for fully located types. The all(·)
function extracts all locations reachable from type τ , in-
cluding those accessible via borrows. The owned(·) function
extracts the set of location originally allocated for type τ ,
that is, all locations excluding those accessible via borrows.
The mut(·) function extracts the set of locations originally
mutable by τ via mutable borrows.

Moving. Figure 6 gives selected move rules. Note the vari-
able x from the provenance chain of the left-hand side typing
rule. (MR1) ensures that immutable borrows to a path can
only be created when all of the path’s locations are readable
(A, C `can read(all(τ)) ← x). In particular, this disallows
borrows to moved locations that would otherwise result in
dangling pointers. If the immutable borrow is allowed, move
and write capabilities are revoked for all locations readable
in τ . This ensures that aliases in A are only allowed read
access to the affected locations and that the locations cannot
be moved while references exist. We write the revocation as

C ⊕ {l 7→ C(l)− [move,write]}l∈all(τ),

where ⊕ and − denote mapping update and list subtraction
operators, respectively. The subscript denotes the elements
to apply the operation over.

(MR2) ensures that mutable borrows to a path can only
be created when the path can write to all of it’s owned
(owned(τ)) and mutably borrowed (mut(τ)) locations. If the
mutable borrow is allowed, the previous capability holder
loses all capabilities over its owned and mutable locations.
We write this as A⊕{x 7→ A(x)− l}. This restriction is nec-
essary to maintain the“1 mutable reference” invariant. As in
rule (MR1), x loses ownership over the borrowed structure.

(MR3) ensures that a path can be moved if it has all of the
capabilities its type implies. In particular, this means that
the path must be able to move its owned locations (A, C `can
move(owned(τ))← x), ensuring nothing is borrowed, read
its locations (A, C `can read(all(τ)) ← x), ensuring all of
its locations are still accessible, and write all of its mutable
locations (A, C `can write(mut(τ))← x). As a result of the
move, all capabilities held by variable x via τ are revoked
(A ⊕ {x 7→ A(x) − all(τ)}). Consequently, path p can no
longer be used, enforcing the linear nature of paths.

Statements. Figure 7 gives the most interesting state-
ment typing rules involving move semantics: assignment
and binding. (ST1) ensures that the left-hand and right-
hand side bare types, types without location annotations,
are equivalent ((Γ,Ψ, ν `rhs ei : τ)i∈{l,r}). It also ensures
that x, the path provenance variable, has write capabili-
ties to all locations that will be affected by the assignment
(A, C `can write(owned(τl))← x). Observe that el’s prove-
nance variable does not gain new capabilities, while er’s
provenance variable may lose capabilities.

(ST2) types immutable bindings. It deduces the bare
type τ of e. It also allocates fresh locations for new values.
The locate(·) function in Figure 8 captures this idea; observe
that it introduces fresh locations for undecorated types.

3.2.2 Function Analysis
Metal determines the set of borrows OL that may outlive

a function call through a simple procedure on the function’s
type. The procedure begins by collecting two type sets: W ,
the set of all writeable borrow types that appear in the func-
tion signature, including those in the return type, and B, the
set of all borrow types that can be borrowed or reborrowed
given the function signature. OL can then be defined as:

OL :=
⋃
w∈W

{b | b ∈ B. ∗b lhs6= ∗w ∧ b rhs= w}

In words, OL is the union of all borrow types in B that
that are not exactly equal (lhs, including locations) to a
writeable borrow type, but are equal (rhs, without locations)
to some writeable borrow type. The first inequality prevents
a borrow type from being included in OL simply because it
is writeable, while the second determines if a borrow can be
stored in a given borrow location. To see how this analysis
works, consider the following function type1:

1 (a: &mut Q(&R(int)), b: &R(int)): unit

Given this function signature,

W = {&R(int)} B ⊃ {&R(int),&*&R(int)}

OL = {&R(int),&*&R(int)}

Observe that B and OL include the potential reborrow of
b. Since b ∈ OL, the borrow b will not be returned after a
call to a function with this signature.

This analysis is used in the flow-sensitive typing judge-
ment for function calls, which we do not show here. In short,
types in OL are moved by the judgement; the remaining
types are unperturbed and maintain their capabilities.

3.3 Soundness
To discuss soundness in brief, we provide a glimpse into

Metal’s dynamic semantics. Figure 9 gives the small-step
operational semantics of the form (F, S, e) for selected left-
hand and right-hand side expressions. F carries function
type information necessary for function calls. S is a global
stack of references and values. It is inductively defined as:

S := ML :: S | halt M : x 7→ l L : l 7→ v

(L1) retrieves a variable’s location from M , (L2) extracts
the underlying location of a borrow for a dereference, and
(R1) retrieves a path’s value from L. These three rules

provide the nearly complete path for ∗p rhs−−→∗v.

1We elide locations here for simplicity.



(MR1)
Γ,Ψ, ν `lhs p : τ ← x A, C `can read(all(τ))← x

Γ,Ψ, ν,A, C `move &p⇒ A, C ⊕ {l 7→ C(l)− [move,write]}l∈all(τ)

(MR2)
Γ,Ψ, ν `lhs p : τ ← x l = owned(τ) ∪mut(τ) A, C `can write(l)← x

Γ,Ψ, ν,A, C `move &mut p⇒ A⊕ {x 7→ A(x)− l}, C ⊕ {l 7→ C(l)− [move]}l∈l

(MR3)
Γ,Ψ, ν `lhs p : τ ← x A, C `can move(owned(τ))← x A, C `can read(all(τ))← x A, C `can write(mut(τ))← x

Γ,Ψ, ν,A, C `move p⇒ A⊕ {x 7→ A(x)− all(τ)}, C

Figure 6: Move relations.

(ST1)

{Γ,Ψ, ν `rhs ei : τ}i∈{l,r} Γ,Ψ, ν `lhs el : τl ← x
A, C `can write(owned(τl))← x Γ,Ψ, ν,A, C `move er ⇒ A′, C′

Γ,Ψ, ν,A, C `stmt el = er ⇒ Γ,A′, C′

(ST2)
Γ,Ψ, ν `rhs e : τ Γ,Ψ, ν,A, C `move e⇒ A′, C′ τd = locate(τ)

Γ,Ψ, ν,A, C `stmt let x = e⇒ Γ[x 7→ τd],A′[x 7→ all(τd)], C′[l 7→ [move,read]]l∈owned(τd)

Figure 7: Typing rules for statements.

locate(unit) = unit@l′ locate(int) = int@l′

locate(Qµ(τ)) = Qµ(map(locate, τ))@l′

locate(&τ) = (&locate(τ))@l′ (l′ fresh)

locate(&mut τ) = (&mut locate(τ))@l′ locate(τ@l) = τ@l

Figure 8: Definition for locate(τ.)

(L1) (F ,ML :: S, x)
lhs−−→ (F ,ML :: S,M(x))

(L2) (F , S, ∗brw(`))
lhs−−→ (F , S, `)

(R1) (F ,ML :: S, l.n)
rhs−−→ (F ,ML :: S,L(l).n)

Figure 9: Selected Metal operational semantics.

We prove soundness in the typical manner: by proving
progress and preservation. More interestingly, to prove mem-
ory safety, we show an expanded version of Theorem 1.

Theorem 1 (Memory Safety).

If Γ,Ψ, ν,A, C `move ∗p⇒ A′, C′, then (F , S, ∗p) rhs−−→∗(F , S′, v).

This theorem follows from the general progress theorem.
Due to space limitations and the evolving nature of Metal,
we do not include the full theorems or proofs here. However,
we note the isomorphisms between A, C in the type system
and M , L in the operational semantics, respectively.

4. COMPARING METAL AND RUST
Syntactically, Metal is a strict subset of Rust. Semanti-

cally, however, Metal can track locations, and thus capabil-
ities, with greater precision. As a result, Metal accepts a
wider range of safe programs in its syntactic subset. On the
other hand, Metal lacks Rust’s region-based [30] “lifetimes”.
As a result, it is unable to support Rust’s Drop trait and
has coarser grained capability restoration.

4.1 Regions and Destructors
Rust supports object destructors [5] via the Drop trait.

This works as expected: when an object falls out of scope, a
drop method is called on the object, allowing the object to
clean-up its resources. Objects are dropped in LIFO order:
if b is declared after a, b’s drop will run before a’s. This
implies that in a memory-safe program, a must not hold
references to b, or any other object declared after it, since
those (dangling) references can be accessed during a’s drop.

As presented, Metal cannot enforce this behavior and thus
cannot soundly support Drop. Rust enforces this behavior
using region-based “lifetimes”. In Rust, every borrow type is
annotated with a region in which the borrow is considered
valid. Rust uses the annotation to ensure that a memory
location only holds borrows that outlive it. To illustrate this,
consider the following program, which is memory-unsafe in
the presence of Drop but memory-safe otherwise:

1 fn my_func() {
2 let p1 = Person(..); // p1: ’2
3 let mut a = Parent(&p1); // a: ’3; 2 < 3?
4 let p2 = Person(..); // p2: ’4
5 a = Parent(&p2); // ; 4 < 3?
6 }

We use line numbers to denote the region beginning at
that line (so larger regions have smaller numbers), and trace
regions and region checks in comments. The comment x: ’r
says that variable x inhabits region r, while r1 < r2? says
that the statement at that line requires r1 to outlive r2.
From this, it is easily seen that the statement on line 5 fails
its region check. As expected, type-checking in Rust fails.

Rust’s region tracking is in actuality coarser than what
we’ve implied. We have experimented with region-based life-
times in Metal but have not extended our soundness proofs
to cover them, so we elide their formal discussion. Our re-
gion analysis in the comments above is based on this experi-
mentation. We found that adding regions to the type-system
does not introduce any complexity, accounting for only a sin-
gle syntactic change and an additional subtyping rule. This
addition also improves our function capability restoration
analysis; we discuss this in the next section.

4.2 Regions and Capability Restoration
The function analysis for capability restoration presented

in §3.2.2 can be significantly improved with region-based life-
times. To illustrate, we return to the simple example from
§3.2.2, where our analysis determined that b may outlive
the function call. However, whether b actually outlives the
function call depends on the function body. We might ana-
lyze the function body, but doing so would sacrifice modular
type-checking. Regions provide a better solution.

With regions, each borrow can be annotated with a la-
bel for the region where the contents it points to live. To
tell the type-checker that two borrows must be from dif-
ferent, incompatible regions, the programmer can annotate



each borrow with a different label. The type-checker will
then ensure that a memory location only holds references
with labels for regions compatible with its own. The func-
tion type from §3.2.2 can thus be rewritten as:

1 (a: &mut Q(&’a R(int)), b: &’b R(int)): unit

Since *a.0 and b have incompatible regions (’a and ’b,
respectively), b cannot be stored in *a.0, and the analysis
will not mark b as outliving the function call. Thus, the
borrow in b will be returned after the call.

4.3 Increased Flexibility in Metal
Metal’s precise tracking of locations leads it to accept a

wider range of safe programs than Rust in its syntactic sub-
set. Consider the following program, where Q is assumed
to be defined as a struct with type (Q(int)). This program
type-checks in Metal but fails to type-check in Rust:

1 let mut a = Q(1); // a: write
2 let mut b = Q(1); // b: write
3 let mut x = &mut a; // a: []; x, *x: write
4 let y = &mut *x; // *x: []; *y: write, y: read
5 x = &mut b; // b: []; *x: write

We again use comments, like those in §2.3, to illustrate
how Metal’s flow-sensitive move relations modify capabili-
ties given the statement on each line. Rust rejects the pro-
gram because it believes the statement on line 5 attempts
to modify an object x that was borrowed on line 4. Metal,
on the other hand, precisely tracks locations and determines
the judgement A, C `can write(owned(τ))← x | Γ(x) = τ
holds on line 5, thus allowing the program.

5. REMOVING LIMITATIONS
It is impossible to write certain safe programs and data

structures in Metal or Rust, particularly those that involve
cycles or multiple mutable references to a single object2.
This comes as a direct consequence of the aliasing restric-
tions imposed by the type system. While these restrictions
are generally crucial to enforcing memory safety, they are
unnecessary in certain contexts.

Specifically, when a set of references are used in a single
thread, aliasing restrictions can be relaxed in two ways.

Single Depth. First, multiple mutable and/or immutable
references to an object are safe iff those references all refer
to a single depth of a given object. We define depth as |.n|
for a reference &x.n to object x. The intuition is that if all
references point to a single depth of a given object, then any
allowed deallocations or changes in object structure cannot
affect existing references. As a result, existing references
cannot be invalidated, so the program remains memory-safe.

Any Depth. Second, multiple mutable and/or immutable
references to any depth of an object are safe iff 1) the ob-
ject being pointed to does not contain heap allocations, and
2) neither the object nor its fields are of sum type. The
intuition here is similiar: since the object’s structure cannot
change under existing references, no existing references can
be made invalid, and the program remains memory-safe.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to make
these observations. We are exploring implementing these
ideas in Metal via the addition of an &local reference type
and an accompanying local capability.

2Rust has an unsafe escape hatch that allows these pro-
grams by sacrificing memory and race safety guarantees.

6. RELATED WORK
Ownership. The lineage of type systems based on the idea
of object encapsulation is long [3, 11–14, 16, 21, 31] and both
inspired and borrow from separation logic [27].

Early ownership based type systems modeled full object
encapsulation by restricting objects to single owners [13, 14,
31] with no support for taking references into objects. Later
work allowed temporary references into objects but either
disallowed their storage entirely [3, 12, 21] or allowed stor-
age up to a certain containment point [7]. Some systems
allowed multiple owners [1, 11] but disallowed ownership
transfer, while others allowed ownership transfer but dis-
allowed multiple owners [2, 6, 16, 25]

Viewed from the lens of ownership types, Rusty Types
can be said to allow multiple owners, allow references into
objects, allow transfer of ownership, and allow storage of
references without restriction (excepting memory safety, of
course). While our system is not based on ownership types,
the encapsulation and abstraction provided by linear types
is reminiscent of ownership types and yields similar benefits.

Alias Types. Alias Types [29, 33] are similarly motivated
by low-level alias control. With alias types, programmers
can specify constraints on aliases as stores. Using stores to
control read/write effects requires explicit, sometimes lengthy
annotations; Rusty Types make this mostly implicit with
minimal syntax. Alias types do not allow “reborrowing” nor
pointers to the middle of memory blocks.

Unlike Rusty Types, alias types allow recursive, mutable
data structures. As discussed in §5, we are exploring mecha-
nisms to enable recursive, mutable data structures in Metal.

Capabilities. The construction of our type system bears
similarity to the seminal work on calculus of capabilities [15].
Of important difference is that objects in our type system
have capabilities indirectly. This difference is key to enabling
borrowing and reborrowing, driven by capability revocation
and transfer, an impossibility with the construction in [15].

Fractional Permissions. In fractional permissions, state-
ments are allowed only when the correct set of permissions
exists [9, 10]. To track read and write effects, permissions are
split: reads are allowed with only a fraction of a permission
while writes require “the whole thing”. As such, borrowing
is a special case. The generality and mathematical abstrac-
tion of this approach introduces significant complexities to
static analysis and can be unnatural for programmers [26].
As a result, fractional permissions can only be found hidden
behind simpler abstractions [4, 19, 22]. In contrast, Rusty
Types can be viewed as making permissions implicit, sim-
plifying semantics and lowering the mathematical barrier.

Other Languages. Vault [17, 18], Cyclone [20], and L3 [24]
all bear similarities to Metal. Vault uses linear keys to track
objects. Keys can be thought of as non-fractional permis-
sions and suffer from similiar drawbacks. Cyclone features
uniqueness types with a relatively limited form of immutable
borrows which are not allowed to exit the scope in which
they are created. Moreover, moving object fields in Cyclone
requires the use of an explicit swap operation. L3’s frozen
locations are similar to Metal’s & borrows, while thawed loca-
tions are similar to Metal’s &mut borrows. However, there is
a fundamental and important difference between thawed lo-
cations and &mut borrows: thawed locations may be aliased
by many frozen locations, as long as they have the same
type. As discussed in §2, this is memory-unsafe in a lan-



guage where programmers have a direct view of memory.
As a result, L3 and Rusty Types are strictly incompatible.

7. CONCLUSION
We presented a formalization of Metal, our Rust-based

language that enjoys Rusty Types. Rusty Types enable
memory-safe and race-free references through ownership and
restricted aliasing in the type system. We also presented
novel and speculative extensions to Rusty Types that in-
crease their flexibility in single threaded contexts.
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